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The author has made every reasonable effort to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creaFon of 
this book and to ensure that the informaFon provided is free from errors; however, the author/publisher/ 
reseller assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretaFon of the subject maKer herein 
and does not warrant or represent at any Fme that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly 
changing nature of the Internet. 

Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizaFons are unintenFonal. 

The purpose of this book is to educate and there are no guarantees of income, sales or results implied. The 
publisher/author/reseller can therefore not be held accountable for any poor results you may aKain when 
implemenFng the techniques or when following any guidelines set out for you in this book. 

Any product, website, and company names menFoned in this report are the trademarks or copyright 
properFes of their respecFve owners. The author/publisher/reseller are not associated or affiliated with 
them in any way. Nor does the referred product, website, and company names sponsor, endorse, or 
approve this product. 

COMPENSATION DISCLOSURE: Unless otherwise expressly stated, you should assume that the links 
contained in this book may be affiliate links, and either the author/publisher/reseller will earn a 
commission if you click on them and buy the product/service menFoned in this book. However, the author/
publisher/reseller disclaim any liability that may result from your involvement with any such websites/
products. You should perform due diligence before buying menFoned products or services. 

This consFtutes the enFre license agreement. Any disputes or terms not discussed in this agreement are at 
the sole discreFon of the publisher. 
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"I BELIEVE THAT THE ONLY COURAGE ANYBODY EVER NEEDS IS 
THE COURAGE TO FOLLOW YOUR OWN DREAMS."  

OPRAH WINFREY 

"LIFE IS NOT ABOUT FINDING YOURSELF. LIFE IS ABOUT 
CREATING YOURSELF."  

LOLLY DASKAL 

"THE STARTING POINT OF ALL ACHIEVEMENT IS DESIRE."  

NAPOLEON HILL 

"DON'T LET THE FEAR OF LOSING BE GREATER THAN THE 
EXCITEMENT OF WINNING."  

ROBERT KIYOSAKI 

"YOU MUST EXPECT GREAT THINGS OF YOURSELF BEFORE YOU 
CAN DO THEM."  

MICHAEL JORDAN 

"ALL OUR DREAMS CAN COME TRUE IF WE HAVE THE COURAGE 
TO PURSUE THEM."  

WALT DISNEY 
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INTRODUCTION 

CONGRATULATIONS ON GETTING ACCESS HERE! 
YOU MADE A VERY SMART DECISION. 

Let me introduce myself really quick, before we go to the important part – your 
financial future. 

My name is Carl – I’m a 29-year-old guy from Germany whose dream has 
always been to live freely. Living in Vme, money and geographical freedom... 
free from the limitaFons that come when you basically have no money. 

I chased that dream hard, caught it, and am living it today. The most saFsfying 
feeling of all has been helping others achieve their dream lifestyle as well. 
That’s why I founded Financial Freedom Academics. 

But it’s not about me and I don’t want to bore you with my story. Click here if 
you want to read my whole story. 
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Chances of finding success are very slim if you try to figure things out on your own. 

How do I know that? 

Well, as menFoned, I was a struggling youngster a few years ago who was grinding the 9 to 5 
job that he always hated. But I had a fire in the belly and an extreme passion for learning 
how to make money online. So, I started the journey alone. 

In the process, I took dozens of different courses from the so-called “Gurus”, started and 
failed different businesses, and lost money on investments. Some days were so bad, that I 
felt like screaming in my room, alone! 

I was doing 80-hour weeks with constant struggle and hard work without taking a single day 
off. But I finally discovered a secret method which helped me make money online and gain 
true financial freedom. And it was waaaaaay easier than I thought it would be – actually 
stupidly simple. 

AND HERE IS THE BEST PART! 
I AM WILLING TO GIVE AWAY THIS SECRET METHOD. 

I know everybody wants to make quick money on autopilot and on a long-term base. And 
yeah, I will show you exactly how to do that. 

The following method I will reveal is the easiest and most powerful method when it comes 
to making lots of quick money on autopilot and - the best part - I will show you everything 
right now. 100% FREE. People are always concerned about free stuff because it’s free - but let 
me tell you one thing. For me personally money is - by far - NOT the biggest thing on earth. 

It’s to put a smile on people’s faces – hope you think the same way. 😊  

Anyway, I don’t want to be selfish and keep this powerful passive income method for myself 
– This COULD MAKE SO MANY DREAMS COME THROUGH (if you take acFon). 

Get ready to clear your bills and take your earnings to the next level. Get prepared to be 
WOWed with SO much value that you’ll be beaFng down my door for more.  

LET’S GO STRAIGHT TO THE GLORY PART OF THIS GUIDE – THE 
WONDERFUL METHOD. HERE IT COMES. 
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DISCOVER MY #1 SECRET PASSIVE INCOME EMPIRE METHOD 
(MOST POWERFUL METHOD EVER - GUARANTEED) 

AaenVon – Here Comes The Very Important Part. My Guaranteed Passive 
Income Stream. Please Do Yourself a Huge Favor and Read the Following Steps 
Carefully (All of Them). 

SHORT SUMMARY OF MY POWERFUL METHOD 

You’ll replace the link inside the step-by-step guide with yours and share the document (or Google Docs link) on 
places I’ll show you in my step-by-step guide. That’s it. Isn’t this easy? 

If you want to scale this to the moon and beyond, you should definitely consider promoFng the products from 
ShareASale. No worries – I’ll show you how to do killer promoFons in my 100% free training. It’s just too much 
to cover all the details inside this guide. Anyway, it’s very important that you go through the complete step-by-
step guide below. 

I’ve created a detailed video step-by-step tutorial, if you prefer this over reading. Just make sure to use the 
guide you’re reading right now for the promo sharing strategy – this is important to make this work. 

You already have this valuable guide – now it’s up to you to excute these easy steps. 
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Why you definitely should take acVon on this method: 

✓ It’s Newbie-Friendly  

✓ This method works! 

✓ Guaranteed profit ($50 your first day, and $200-300$+ daily aserwards) 

✓ No investment required 

✓ I did almost everything for you already 

✓ 95% Autopilot 

✓ Only a 5-10 minutes setup 

https://www.financialfreedomacademics.com/passive-income-fastlane-youtube


LET’S START - THIS IS THE METHOD YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR 

PART ONE 

STEP 1 Firstly, sign up here for free (CTRL + LEFT CLICK), this website pays you $3 per free sign up with 
your referral link. Also, it pays you 10% of your referrals earning (you can imagine how powerful 
this could be…). 

STEP 2 Find your own referral link here and copy it to your notepad. 

STEP 3 Now, it’s Fme to download this MS Word Document by clicking here and then the download 
buKon on the top right corner. Later, aser execuFng the other steps, you can upload this to 
Google Docs to get your shareable link.  

STEP 4 This is important: Replace your referral link you got in Step 2 with the link from Step 1. To do 
this just mark the “sign up here for free”-line, right-click on it, choose “Link” and insert your 
own referral link. Aserwards, save the document. 

It’s VERY IMPORTANT NOT TO CHANGE THE REST OF THE DOCUMENT. This is because it’s 
proven to be very powerful as it is. It creates trust, authority and engagement. We get people 
to the 100% free training and show them how they get a massive amount of passive income by 
doing promoFons the right way. As menFoned, you’ll get 10-30% of your referrals earning and 
you can make tons of insane money too if you follow the steps inside this training. This means if 
your referrals take acFon – you will earn even way more money. Anyway, obviously if you 
change the content of the document, your results will by far not be that powerful… 
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Expert Advice 

Here are a 3 webinars that will help with some of the issues commonly faced in this line of income generaFon, 
they are designed to sell but also give a lot of useful free info. 

• webinar 1      in this webinar we handle facebook traffic. 

• webinar 2      in this webinar we talk about easy landing page creaFon. 

• webinar 3      in this webinar we talk about the importance of creaFng a list. 

To make this even easier for you, I highly advise you to upload this MS Word doc with your referral link to 
Google Docs via Google Drive. Now you have a simple Google Doc link you can share EVERYWHERE you can 
imagine (even Facebook accepts Google Doc Links in posts). Be creaFve. There are so many places where you 
can share your document link (Fiverr is also osen your best friend). There is no income limit. Your life, your 
choice.  

STEP 5 Now it’s Fme to get the coins rolling. The best way now to spread your referral link is through 
distribuFng this eBook/Guide for free. Do not worry you don’t have to manually send this 
eBook/Guide to anyone. 

Have you ever heard of www.scribd.com? Basically scribd.com is a website that allows people 
to share and download eBooks for free. Make sure that you upload the eBook with your referral 
link here. You will gain like 30-100 downloads daily if you upload the eBook with your referral 
here. 

Here are 10 sites you can use to distribute your passive income generator. 

• SITE 1 

• SITE 2 

• SITE 3 

• SITE 4 

• SITE 5 

• SITE 6 

• SITE 7 

• SITE 8 

• SITE 9 

• SITE 10 

Doing this you will start gewng like 3.000-5.000 or even more downloads daily to your eBook, 
and like 1.000-4.000 of the downloaders will join your referral. This will make you earn like 
$250-$1.000 daily (You will make more money if you use more Fme to set up this Auto-Pilot) 

2 Sit back and watch your money rolling in. 

STEP 7 Want to scale this to the sky and beyond? 

Distribute this document everywhere – the more, the beKer. This is proven to convert very 
good. 
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I’ve created a super nice social media post for you that you can use for sharing your Google Doc link. This will 
boost your conversion to the moon and back. Download the post here (emojis will appear in the downloaded 
word doc) and use this together with your Google Doc link (guide with your referral links). 

Best advice ever 

Use it as a highly valuable bonus in your next promoFon. You are officially allowed to do that when you read 

this. Use this together with my free training where I show you how to do super promoFons. 😊  

PART TWO 

Stil l  Confused About How This Works? Here’s My Full Video Step-By-Step Tutorial. 

Okay, If you’re sFll confused how this works and why this method is so powerful, I’ve created a detailed step-
by-step tutorial about how you make this happen. 

STEP 1 Almost the same as before – the only difference here is that you cannot promote this 
immediately as the company needs a short Fme to approve your request for the referral 
link. But as soon as you have your link, you should take serious acFon here. 

Anyway, sign up here (also free). Click on the yellow buKon “I Want to Promote This 
Merchant on My Website” and sign up. The website pays you $1 per free sign up + 10-20% 
of your referral’s earnings. 

STEP 2 Find your own referral link here and copy it to your notepad. You need to type “squishycash” 
into the search bar, ENTER and then “Join Program”. This will take a liKle bit unFl you get the 
request approval. Aser the approval of your request, you’ll find your link here > Get Links > 
“squishycash“ > “Get HTML Code” > Copy the link in between “ ”. 

There you go. 

STEP 3 Repeat the steps from the main method. Download the MS Word Document here and then  
click the download buKon on the top right corner to download the word file, change the 
link in Step 1 with your own referral link (you got aser your request’s approval).  

STEP 4 Distribute this document wherever you can. Free sharing sites, SlideShare etc. 

To make this even easier and more profitable for you, you can just upload the document to 
Google Docs via Google Drive, get your link and spread the link everywhere (even Facebook 
doesn’t mind links from Google Docs inside posts). 
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Click here to get redirected to my Youtube video. Just make sure to use the guide you’re reading right now for 
the promo sharing strategy – this is important to make this work. 

Seriously – now you don’t have any excuse for not taking acFon. 😊  

EVERYTHING IS LAID OUT FOR YOU HERE; I TRIED TO MAKE THIS INSANE METHOD AS 
SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE FOR YOU. YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE IS NOW IN YOUR OWN HANDS. 

YOU ONLY NEED TO TAKE MASSIVE ACTION ON THIS EASY METHOD AND MAKE YOUR 
FINANCIAL FREEDOM COME TRUE! 

SPREAD THE WORD. YOUR LIFE, YOUR CHOICE. 

BUT THERE IS WAY MORE 

I also want to show you how to really become financially free and create your future dream lifestyle for the rest 
of your life. The described method above is there for doing quick money on autopilot and it works absolutely 
fabulous as described. If you want to make these passive income streams for the rest of your life there is more… 

Before we go on, you can read everything I am about to tell you in my blog arFcle. 

Everyone wants to be able to make money while they’re asleep. Being able to make passive income is more 
than just siwng around on your buK all day and surfing the internet. It’s an endeavor a lot of people sFll do not 
know the right way to go about. 

Having several passive income streams could bring in lots of profits without needing to work acVvely. There 
are several ways to generate passive income but there are few things you would need to know to become 
successful. 

The method above and my affiliate markeVng business made me financial free. Nowadays, I live in Fme, 
money and geographical freedom. The last few years I spent mulFple thousands of dollars on high-Fcket 
coaching products to learn how to make affiliate markeFng really work for me. Well, I did something absolutely 
insane and comprised all knowledge about what’s really working in my 100% free training > Feel free to join 
before it’s too late. 
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FOUNDATION ON HOW TO BUILD YOUR PASSIVE INCOME EMPIRE 

FIND YOUR NICHE 

Passion is an intricate part of finding success in anything and making passive income is no different. With a long 
list of things that you can do to make passive income, you need to find what you’re passionate about and can 
wholeheartedly push. So, for starters, figure out what you would love to venture into. You also need to do a 
market survey to understand what is in high demand so you can go for that. If it’s possible, pick a niche where 
the compeFFon is a lot less. 

FIND YOUR AUDIENCE 

Aser you have found your niche, the next step for making passive income is to 
find your target audience. Who are the exact people that would be interested 
in what you’re offering? Where do these people hang out? What do they do? 
How old are they? Gewng this informaFon will help you know how to target a 
specific audience and get more traffic to your site. 

It’s also important to find out who exactly would be buying the products or 
services because this helps you understand how exactly you can meet the 
needs of these people. 

SOLVE YOUR AUDIENCES PROBLEM 

In other to solve the problems of your audience, you need to answer following quesFon by yourself: “What 
exactly are the problems these people have?”  

Of course, this is something you should have considered before choosing a niche, but this is the Fme to figure 
out exactly how. Come up with strategies to meet their needs and make them very mouthwatering offers that 
will truly convert. 

OFFER REAL VALUE 

There’s only one reason why anyone would choose and stay with you. It’s 
because of the value you offer. You need to offer your visitors real value they can 
take home every Fme they visit your page. Here’s a quesFon you need to 
answer to yourself, but you must ensure that you offer something new and 
valuable every Fme. First impressions always maKer, so giving real value at the 
first point of meeFng is a great way to get your visitors on to the next stage of 
your funnel. 
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BUILD A RELATIONSHIP 

There’s no way else your audience will trust you enough to stay with you. How you build a relaFonship with 
your audience is totally up to you but interacVng with your audience is always a winner. Be there to respond 
to comments, answer quesFons and help solve challenges. Your audience wants to feel the human presence 
behind the keypad. Building a strong relaFonship with your audience is your best bet for making sales. 

AUTOMATE EVERYTHING 

AutomaFng repeFFve tasks makes your markeFng efforts a whole lot easier. These 
days, people automate emails for email markeFng, social media posFng and even 
ad campaigns. This is a great way to have work done even when you’re not acFvely 
present. 

SCALE 

Aser building a successful passive income venture, you need to plan a scale strategy that will grow the business 
and bring in more sales. As soon as you control everything, scaling is not a problem at all. I highly suggest 
mastering ONE traffic source (for me it’s Youtube organic and paid traffic). When you master your traffic source 
it’s easy to scale. This counts especially for paid traffic as you only need to increase your daily budget. It’s all 
about the ROI (Return of Investment). 
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ACTUAL WAYS TO BUILD YOUR PASSIVE INCOME EMPIRE 

If you are not quite sure what you can do to make passive income, here are passive income ideas you can 
choose from. 

AFFILIATE MARKETING 

Affiliate markeFng is a way of making passive income from the sales of another person’s or company’s 
products. You earn a commission every Fme someone clicks on your affiliate link and buys a product or service. 

EMAIL MARKETING 

Email markeFng is a great way to make passive income. When selling a product or service you can convert up to 
40% of your consumers by sending them a convincing email copy. In order to achieve this, you need to build an 
email list. Building an email list can help generate a lot of sales. With email markeFng, you can send out special 
offers, newsleKers and promoFons among other engaging content. It is an effecVve way to build a relaVonship 
with your audience. With email markeFng, your audience can easily engage with your brand and take acFon, 
which could mean more sales for you. And the best part is, you can automate emails, so you do not have to be 
acFvely present at a parFcular Fme to send out emails. 

MAKE YOUTUBE VIDEOS 

You can earn a lot of money by simply posFng videos on YouTube. Here’s one rapidly growing venture you 
should take advantage of. You could do reviews, post music or dance videos, offer useful tutorials or share Fps 
for baking. Any content that you feel is valuable to your audience, you can post that. Once you have started 
having a lot of aKracFons and views, you can apply to get Google AdSense aKached to the videos. You will have 
to pass a certain requirement before your applicaFon may be accepted. With Google AdSense you get paid 
whenever a viewer watches your ad or clicks on it. 

In order to earn a lot from AdSense, you will have to create a lot of interesFng videos. CreaFng a lot of them 
can help you have mulFple income sources. No doubt there’s quite an amount of work you would need to put 
into video markeFng but the moment that’s done, you can relax and watch the passive income keep rolling in. 

WRITE AN EBOOK 

Ever thought of puwng your passions, knowledge and experFse together in a book and sharing it with the 
world? Well you should because this is one excellent way to make passive income. WriFng an eBook is one 
thing that can bring in the income stream for years. You only need to write this book once and every Vme 
someone makes an online purchase, you’re making passive income. You can either choose to sell this book on 
your own website or make an affiliate plan with another website that publishes content similar to yours or 
what’s in your eBook. This is the same with creaFng video courses. 
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THE SECRET WEAPON OF ONLINE MARKETING THAT NO ONE TELLS YOU ABOUT 

A lot of people are sFll very confused on how exactly to be successful in doing online businesses and making 
huge passive income in that regard. 

AdmiKedly a lot of people have passive income ideas which could grow them from being zero poor to becoming 
a millionaire within a short Vme only via virtual engagements. 

Many are also aware of the several opFons of acFviFes and adventures that could give huge returns but are 
beres of the ‘how’. Most commonly, online markeFng has stolen the show in producing massive income to 
their vendors. 

It is one of the most common passive income ideas whose increasing reputaFon and feats in making 
independent income earners are traceable to the global village that has been created following the advent and 
advancement of internet and digital technology like the ICT. 

 

Online markeFng however exists in forms. From inbound to outbound markeFng, affiliate markeFng, social 
media campaigns, search engine markeFng (SEM) and so on, there is a wide scope to fix any passionate and 
interested professional to join the race and blaze through to the top even if it takes to select a niche and 
personalize it.  

This is not addressing yet the mouthwatering possibiliFes that abound with ecommerce and other relevant but 
advanced opFons of online markeFng. However, people seem to be threading the journey wrongly because of 
the lack of knowledge about what I call “the secret weapon of online markeFng”. 

Sail the cardinals (East-West-North and South) at your will, the real professionals would tell you that while there 
is no one-size-fits-all approach to digital markeFng, there are meeFng points, common grounds, seemingly 
similar objecFves and a unique fundamental secret to all. This fundamental secret is “valuable content”. 
Content markeFng is the backbone of digital and online markeFng of any sort. However, the success of content 
markeFng is so dependent on creaFon of valuable contents. This is because money is only made in whatever 
online venture including online markeFng via the trading and sharing of valuable informaVon which generates 
leads, hence prospecFve sales to product and services sellers. 

This is typically to say that there is no guaranteed success in online markeFng regardless of how brilliant your 
passive income ideas and other strategies in the sector are if you don’t master the all-important art of content 
markeFng. 
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Content markeFng is basically a strategic 
markeVng approach focused on creaFng and 
distribuFng valuable, consistent and relevant 
contents which are tailored towards specific 
products and services development, and to 
aKract as well as retain a clearly idenFfied 
and defined audience in order to inFmately 
drive customers’ acFon. 

Most online markeFng techniques and 
strategies despite how brilliant they are 
failing woefully exactly because of their 
lackluster performance with content 
creaFon. Most people have failed to realize that since tradiFonal markeFng approaches are failing day ajer day 
and become less effecFve in maKers of seconds, the forward-thinking approach therefore is online/digital 
markeFng which finds it base in content markeFng. 

THE “HIDDEN” SECRET 

Many selfish professionals and trainers wouldn’t tell you this secret that useful content is expected to be at the 
core of your markeFng, but I am here to help boost your money making chances with online markeFng and so 
would hide nothing from you.  

This means that instead of directly pitching your products and services and trying to force it though the throats 
of your potenFal customers, you would provide truly relevant and useful content around your products and 
services such that your prospects and customers have a store of value, awareness and consciousness in them.  

SomeFmes, your contents call them to acFon and so it markets you in a subtle and emoFonal way than the 
tradiFonal approach. Your contents are also expected to be engaging in a way that it would be a self-help 
problem solving tool for your customers and prospects.  

This would make them think that you are clearheaded about what you are producing and selling and would give 
them much more confidence to patronize your brand. Now imagine developing an online markeVng strategy 
around this success booster! 

THE “MOST USEFUL TOOL” IN ONLINE MARKETING 

Content markeFng is such a useful tool in online markeFng. This is why it has been idenFfied and used by the 
world leading brands. If you are therefore venturing into online business and wish to make mouthwatering 
passive income from online markeFng including affiliate markeFng, such that you would be able to take your 
clients to a height where they would aKract clients and get promoted to being top brands, it begins with 
carefully planned content markeFng.  

Furthermore, every online markeFng acFvity premised on the foundaFon of content markeFng usually 
increases business sales, saves markeFng costs and provides brands with only organic leads that usually 
become trustworthy and loyal customers. 
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THE PRESENT AND FUTURE OF ONLINE MARKETING 

Take a few steps backwards and read the definiFon of content markeFng again. You would realize that the 
difference between content markeFng as an important part of online markeFng and the internaFonal garbage 
being sold by some online vendors whose services do not transmit into leads, hence suffering partner firms 
with lack of enough sales and prospects is the fact that they have failed with valuable and relevant content 
creaFon and distribuFon.  

How then would you make passive income as an online marketer in that kind of situaFon? More so, in this age 
where millions of companies send out messages to prospects and customers daily, what should stand your 
services out as a proficient and professional online marketer is your clearheaded strategy of pukng relevant 
and valuable content creaVon first in your approach. A tested and trusted service following this line of acFon 
would guarantee you more clients, hence more income. 

CONTEMPORARY ONLINE MARKETING IS “VOID” WITHOUT CONTENT MARKETING 

Let us be factual and realisFc. You are not an online marketer if you cannot make content markeFng the core of 
your strategies. Why? MarkeFng is simply impossible at this age without great content. If you therefore create 
an online markeFng strategy that doesn’t make content markeFng a top priority and so your client suffers the 
mishap as they see no appreciable improvements in the lead generated or converted sales, no one would trust 
you with their services in a maKer of Fme. Hence, you would not be making desired funds as an online 
marketer. Just think about it. Quality content is part of all forms of markeFng. 

✓ It comes before your social markeFng strategy 

✓ Search engines reward businesses that publish quality contents with high ranking for certain 
keywords 

✓ Even successful PR strategies addresses issues that readers care about 

✓ It is also essenFal for inbound traffic and lead generaFons. 

What then can you do as an online marketer other than sharpen your skills to lead your niche? Begin to make 
content markeFng a marquee part of all your online markeFng plans. This would boost your reputaFon and 
aKract more clients to you based on your success record. Once you master this skill and many more, you would 
be surprised how massively you have begun to make a living online on autopilot. 
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WHAT YOU MIGHT DON’T REALIZE AT ALL (AN INSANE INVITATION) 

You have a big dream to get online and run a successful Online Business like so many other marketers you’ve 
seen online flashing their wealth and fancy cars on your face. 

But aser consistently falling on your face every Fme you’ve tried to get started, you’re starFng to rethink things 
and whether you’re beKer off looking for a regular 9-5 job like all your friends. 

As you struggle to not give up and persevere, disappointment and frustraFon have started gewng to you. 

Because you have: 

✓ Bought so many of the so-called GURUS “perfect soluFons” out there. 

✓ Tried different methods and gimmicks. 

And… 

✓ Have run through your life savings in the process. 

… And each failure is like a dagger through the heart screaming at you to throw in the shovel. 

Yes, it’s extremely infuriaFng when you know that you CAN do it too like other successful marketers living their 
dream – IF only you could figure out what’s missing. 

Before I ever achieved even a Fny taste of success, there were a lot of ups and downs. So many Fmes, I was 
ready to throw in the towel and give up. 

When I first started running my own online business, I invested a lot of tears and sweat. Including my enFre life 
savings on products/programs that have ZERO value. Money pits products that do nothing but drive you in 
further and further into debt and a life of misery. 

And as you can imagine, none of it worked out for me because I had nobody telling me how to do it the RIGHT 
way. 

Of course, you know exactly what I’m talking about, right? 

In the past few months, I have CONSISTENTLY achieved results like these: 

 

And NO! I don’t post this to show off and wag my achievements on your face, as I have no need for that. I just 
want you to realize what’s possible when you are willing to learn the ins and outs of online markeFng. 

With the amount of success, I have had, I knew I couldn’t keep this on lockdown just for myself. 
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Every day I’m constantly gewng asked the never-ending quesFon from people who are going through the same 
struggles and never-ending baKle I went through. 

And it seemed preKy selfish to keep it to myself… especially since it’s been such a huge milestone in my 
success. 

So, I’d like to let you in on the “secret.” 

Now… Are you ready to start? 

For making a living online we will use a business model you probably already know (also because I’ve 
menFoned it in this guide a few Fmes)… It’s affiliate markeFng. I know for a fact that many people already tried 
it. But 99% do it the wrong way. I will show you how to do it the right way and how to put it on autopilot. This 
will allow you to have more Vme for the ones and the things you love. Take acFon on what you’ll learn and 

enjoy your life in Vme, money and geographical freedom. 🙂  

Seriously, there are no limits! And as you can see, taking acFon on this is definitely worth it. The only thing you 
have to do is the Pre-Work. 

Don’t quit your job just yet, one of the best things about affiliate markeFng is that you can do it part-Fme unFl 
you master it and have a good foundaFon. Focus on one thing and master it. Take acVon, give value, fail, do it 
beaer and crush it! 
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LET’S SUMMARIZE THIS. 

The success of affiliate markeFng really starts inside your head. 
You have to be willing to invest first (by taking acFon) and then 
get your big reward. 

Too many people think short-term. They want to get their 
RETURNS immediately and when they don’t get anything, they 
give up. 

To crush it with affiliate markeFng you need to think long-term. 
You need to be ready to take massive acFon and learn from your 
failures – and most importantly – you need to give value. 

Yes, I know it sounds like a lot of work but if you’re willing to 
sFck to the framework and take acFon here, you will be on your 
way to finally becoming Financially Free. 

Also, don’t be shy to invest Vme and money in the RIGHT things. Be bold to take risks and don’t be one of 
those people who just hunt for FAST AND FREE opportuniFes. They won’t work anyway and will end up 
frustraFng you unFl you quit. 

So, if you are ready to create your dream lifestyle within the next few weeks… For a select number of lucky 
people, I have something very special for you. I’ll give you my premium training on how to make $10K+ per 
month (Done-For-You Funnel And Free BUYER Traffic On Autopilot) as a 100% FREE training. Take acFon on 
what you’ll learn inside this training and live in Vme, money and geographical freedom. I should charge $1,499 
for that kind of value… 

Click Here To Get Your 100% Free Training Before It’s Too Late! 

Thank you so much for reading this eBook. I put a lot (!) of effort into it to give you the framework and arm you 
with the essenFal tools you need. Make sure to take massive acFon on this ridiculous powerful method laid out 
for you…. 

Remember to share this document with your own referral link with everybody on the planet and make huge 
profits from it. 

YOUR LIFE, YOUR CHOICE. 

TO YOUR SUCCESS, 

CARL 
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INCOME DISCLAIMER 

This eBook and the items it distributes contain business strategies, markeFng methods and other business 
advice that, regardless of my own results and experience, may not produce the same results (or any results) for 
you. imjetset.com makes absolutely no guarantee, expressed or implied, that by following the advice or content 
available from this web site you will make any money or improve current profits, as there are several factors 
and variables that come into play regarding any given business.  Primarily, results will depend on the nature of 
the product or business model, the condiFons of the marketplace, the experience of the individual, and 
situaFons and elements that are beyond your control.  As with any business endeavour, you assume all risk 
related to investment and money based on your own discreFon and at your own potenFal expense.
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